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We define a strengthening of the notions of fair and envy-free cake division, 
which we call super envy-free cake division. We establish that there exists a super 
envy-free partition of a "cake" among n people if and only if the n measures used 
by these people to evaluate sizes of pieces of cake are linearly independent. 
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INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the problem of partitioning a "cake" C among n 
individuals in such a way that each individual is "satisfied." Various ways 
of making this notion precise have been studied (see, for example, [1]). 
We assume that our cake C is a nonempty set and each of our n 
individuals has a corresponding measure m i , 1 ~ i ~ n, which is used to 
evaluate subsets of C. 
An ordered partition of C will be called a k-partition if it has k 
components. Given some n-partition <PI' P2 , ••• , Pn > of C, where, for 
each i = 1,2, ... , n, individual i is given subset Pi' we consider what it 
would mean for each individual to be satisfied with this allocation. The 
following definition lists some of the notions of satisfaction that have been 
studied. We refer the reader to [1] for a historical sketch of the develop-
ment of these ideas and a summary of what is presently known about both 
the existence of such partitions and algorithms for obtaining them. 
DEFINITION. Suppose C is a set, ml , m2 , ••• , mn are measures on C 
such that mi(C) = 1 for each mi, and <PI' P2 , ••• , Pn > is an n-partition of 
C. Then, with respect to the sequence of measures <m l , m2 , ••• , mn>' this 
partition is said to be: 
a. fair if, for each i = 1,2, ... , n, m;CP) ~ lin; 
b. strongly fair if, for each i = 1,2, ... , n, mi(P) > lin; 
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c. enuy-free if, for each i, j = 1,2, ... , n, mi(P) ~ mi(Ej); 
d. strongly enuy-free if it is envy-free and, for each i, j = 1,2, ... , n 
with m i =1= m j , mi(P) > mi(Ij). 
Clearly, strong fairness implies fairness, strong envy-freeness implies 
envy-freeness, envy-freeness implies fairness, and if our measures are not 
identical, strong envy-freeness implies strong fairness. None of the con-
verses of these implications hold. Also, there is no implication in either 
direction between strong fairness and envy-freeness. In this paper, we 
consider a natural strengthening of these notions, which we call super 
envy-freeness. 
1. THE THEOREM 
DEFINITION. Suppose C is a set, m l, mz, ... , mn are measures on C 
such that mi(C) = 1 for each m i, and (PI' Pz,"" Pn> is an n-partition of 
C. Then, with respect to the sequence of measures (m l, mz, ... , mn>' this 
partition is said to be super envy-free if for every i, j = 1,2, ... , n with 
i =1= j: 
a. mJP) > lin and 
b. m;(Ij) < lin. 
It is straightforward to see that if n = 2 and our measures are not 
identical, then strong fairness, strong envy-freeness, and super envy-
freeness are equivalent. However, if n > 2, then these properties are 
distinct, with super envy-freeness being strictly stronger than strong envy-
freeness and strong envy-freeness being strictly stronger than strong 
fairness. 
The sequence of measures (m l, mz,"" m n> is linearly dependent if and 
only if there exist real numbers ai' a z, ... , an' not all zero, such that 
alml + azmz + ... +anmn = O. Otherwise, (ml,mZ, ... ,mn> is linearly 
independent. 
A measure m on a set C is nonatomic if for any B ~ C with m(B) > 0, 
there exists A <:;::; B such that 0 < meA) < m(B), and is a probability 
measure if m(C) = 1. For the remainder of this paper, we assume that 
mp mz,"" mn are nonatomic countably additive probability measures, all 
defined on some common O"-algebra of subsets of a set C. We assume 
throughout the paper that any subset of C to which any measure is applied 
is a member of this O"-algebra. 
Set D = ((ml(B), miB), . .. , mn(B) : B ~ C}. 
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Our main theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
I (m l , m 2, ... , m n> is a linearly independent sequence of measures. 
II There exists an n-partition of C which is super envy-free with respect 
to the sequence of measures (m I' m 2' ... , m n >. 
III For every s with 0 < s < 1, (s, s, ... , s> is an interior point of D. 
Before beginning the proof of our theorem, we review some notions and 
state some results that are needed. 
A subset W of some vector space is said to be convex if and only if for 
any u, v E Wand any nonnegative real numbers a and {3 with a + {3 = 1, 
we have au + {3v E W. Geometrically, this simply means that W contains 
all points on the line segment connecting any two of its points. 
The following result will be a central tool: 
LYAPOUNOV'S THEOREM. [3]. D is a closed and convex subset of IRn. 
By setting B = 0 in the definition of D, we see that (0, 0, ... , 0> ED, 
and by setting B = C, we see that (1,1, ... ,1> E D. It follows by the 
convexity of D that for any s with 0 ::5: s ::5: 1, (s, s, ... , s> ED. Repeated 
use of this idea tells us that any piece of cake can be partitioned into as 
many pieces as desired, in such a way that each individual thinks that all of 
the pieces are of equal size. In other words, we have the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY. For any B ~ C and any k, there is a k-partition 
(QI' Q2'···' Qk> of B such that for each i ::5: nand j ::5: k, m;<Q) = 
(ljk)m i(B). 
Dvoretsky, Wald, and Wolfovitz established a generalization of 
Lyapounov's theorem which we need. For every k-partition g = 
(PI' P2, .. ·, Pk > of C, let meg) be the n X k matrix whose i - j entry is 
mi(I)/ Let E = {m(g): g is a k-partition of C}. 
DVORETSKY, W ALD, AND WOLFOVITZ'S THEOREM. [2]. E is a closed and 
convex subset of the space of n X k matrices. 
Lyapounov's theorem can be seen to be a special case of Dvoretsky, 
Wald, and Wolfovitz's theorem by simply noting that D is the set of first 
columns of elements of E. Then, since E is closed and convex, it follows 
that D is closed and convex. 
Proof of Theorem. We establish that I implies III, III implies II, and II 
implies I. 
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Proof that I implies III. Assume that for some s with 0 < s < 1, 
(s, s, ... , s) is not an interior point of D. We show that (m l, m z, ... , m n) 
is a linearly dependent sequence of measures. 
Lyapounov's theorem tells us that (s, s, ... , s) ED. Since (s, s, ... , s) is 
not an interior point of D, (s, s, ... , s) must be on the boundary of D. 
Since D is convex, we know that there exists a hyperplane H containing 
(s, s, . .. , s) such that all of D is contained in one of the closed half-spaces 
determined by H. In fact, we show that D ~ H. 
Suppose H is given by ajxI + azxz + ... + anxn = w. We may assume, 
without loss of generality, that alx l + azxz + ... + anxn ::;; w for all 
(X I X2' •.. ' x) ED. 
We claim that (0,0, ... ,0) E Hand (1,1, ... , I) E H. Since (s, s, ... , s) 
is on H and is between (0,0, ... ,0) and (1,1, ... ,1), it follows that if 
(0,0, ... ,0) and (1,1, ... ,1) are not both on the hyperplane H, then 
(0,0, ... ,0) and (1,1, ... , I) must be on opposite sides of H. This is 
impossible, since both of these points are in D and all points in D lie in 
one of the closed half-spaces determined by H. Hence, (0,0, ... ,0) E H 
and (1,1, ... , I) E H. 
We note that since (0,0, ... ,0) E H, it follows that w = 0 and hence H 
is given by ajxl + a Zx2 + ... + anxn = o. Also, since (1,1, ... ,1) E H, it 
follows that a j + a 2 + ... + an = O. 
To show that D ~ H, let us suppose, by way of contradiction, that 
(PI' Pz,···, Pn) ED \ H. Then, 
for some B ~ C and alPI + a 2 Pz + ... +anPn < o. 
Consider the point (m l(C\B),m 2(C\B), ... ,mn(C\B» which, by 
definition, is a point in D. We have: 
alml(C\B) + a2m z(C\B) + ... +anmn(C\B) 
= a l(l - PI) + az(1 - pz) + ... +an(1 - Pn) 
= (a l + a z + ... +an) - (aIPI + azpz + ... +anPn) 
= -(aIPI + a2P2 + ... +anPn) > o. 
But this contradicts the fact that (ml(C \ B), miC \ B), ... , mn(C \ B) 
ED and for all (XI' x z, ... , xn) ED, alxl + azxz + ... +anxn ::;; O. 
Hence, D ~H. 
Since D ~ H, we know that for any B ~ C, 
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This tells us that (m l , m z, ... , mn> is a linearly dependent sequence of 
measures. We have established that I implies III. I 
Proof that III implies II. We assume that for every s with 0 < s < 1, 
(s, s, ... , s> is an interior point of D. We must show that there exists an 
n-partition of C which is super envy-free with respect to the sequence of 
measures (m l , m z, ... , mn>. 
For each k = 1,2, ... , n, we define an n-partition ~k of C. By assump-
tion, (lIn, lin, ... , lin> is an interior point of D. Hence, we can fix 
some e> 0 such that there is a ball with center (lIn, lin, ... , lin> and 
radius e which lies completely inside of D. Then, for each k = 1,2, ... , n, 
(lIn, ... , lin, lin + 8, lin, ... , lin> ED, where the lin + 8 term is 
in the kth position. Hence, for some Rk ~ C, mk(Rk) = lin + 8 and, for 
i =1= k, mi(Rk) = lin. By the Corollary to Lyapounov's Theorem, we know 
that there exists a partition (R j , ••• , Rk- j , Rk+ I' ... ' R n> of C \ Rk such 
that these sets are of equal size with respect to each mi. 
Then, for each j =1= k: 
and 
for i =1= k. 
Set ~k = (R j , R z, ... , R n> and consider the matrix m(~k). For each 
i, j, our construction tells us that the i - j entry of m(~k) is: 
1 
if i=l=k 
n 
1 
-+8 if i=j=k 
n 
1 8 
---- if i=k and i=l=j. 
n n - 1 
For each k = 1,2, ... , n, m(~k) E E. By Dvoretsky, Wald, and 
Wolfovitz's theorem, any convex combination of the m(t1k)'s is in E. Set 
M = (1ln)[m(~I) + m(~Z) + ... +m(~n)]. Then ME E. Hence, for 
some n-partition g = (PI' Pz, ... , Pn> of C, meg) = M. We claim that 
9 is a super envy-free partition of C with respect to the sequence of 
measures (ml> m z, .. ·, m n >· 
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We must show that for every i, j = 1,2, ... , n with i 0/= j, m/P) > lin 
and m;(Jj) < lin. For any i, m/P) 
= the i - i entry of M 
1 1 8 1 
= -[lin + 8+ (n -l)(l/n)] = - + - >-. 
n n n n 
Finally, for any i 0/= j, m;(Jj) 
= the i - j entry of M 
= (l/n)[l/n - 81(n - 1) + (n - l)(l/n)] 
= lin - 8ln(n - 1) < lin. 
This establishes that .9 = (PI' P2 , ••• , Pn> is a super envy-free partition 
of C with respect to the sequence of measures (ml' m 2,.··, m n ), and 
hence III implies II. 
Proof that II implies I. Let us assume that (PI,P2, ... ,Pn > is a parti-
tion of C which is super envy-free with respect to the sequence of 
measures (m l, m 2, ... , m n >. We must show that (m l, m 2, ... , m n> is lin-
early independent. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that (m l, m 2, ... , m) is linearly 
dependent. Then we can find positive constants 
aI' a2, ... , aq, 131' 132, ... , f3r' 
and disjoint subsets {sl> S2"'" Sq} and {t l, t2, ... , tr} of {1, 2, ... , n} such 
that alms + a2m s + ... + aqms = f3l m t + f32 mt + '" + f3rmt. Apply-1 2 q I 2 r 
ing each side of this equation to C, it follows that a j + a z + '" + a q = 
131 + 132 + ... + f3r' Let y equal this common value. 
We claim that for each j = 1,2, ... , n, 
almSt(lj) + a2m s/lj) + ... +aqmSq(lj) < yin. 
Fix such a j, and suppose first that j $ {SI' S2"'" Sq}. Then, for each 
i = 1,2, ... , q, ms,(lj) < lin. Hence, 
almst(lj) + a2 m s,(lj) + '" +aqmSq(lj) 
< (lln)( a l + a 2 + '" +aq) = yin. 
Suppose next that j E {SI' S2"'" Sq}. Then j $ {tl, t2, ... , tr} and, argu-
ing precisely as above, it follows that 
f3l m tlIf') + f32 mt,(If) + ... +f3r mt,(If·) < Yin. 
But, alms +a2m s +"'+aqms =f3l mt +f32m t +"'+f3rmt , and 1 2 q 1 2 r 
hence 
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Then, we have: 
y = a l + a 2 + ... + aq 
= alms(C) + a2ms (C) + ... +aqms (C) 
1 2 q 
n 
= L: [almsllj) + a2ms/lj) + ... +aqmSq(lj)] 
j= 1 
n y 
< L: - = y. 
j= 1 n 
This is a contradiction and thus we have established that II implies I. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. I 
We close with a comment and a question. We comment that it is 
possible to prove the theorem for the special case of n = 3 by a direct 
approach, without using Lyapounov's theorem or Dvoretsky, Wald, and 
Wolfovitz's theorem. We do not know whether such a direct approach is 
possible for n > 3. 
Our question concerns the existence of procedures for obtaining super 
envy-free partitions. It is often the case that problems involving notions 
like fair or envy-free cake division go through a three-step process of 
solution. First, an existence proof is given. Next, a moving knife solution is 
provided. Finally, a finite algorithm is discovered (see, for example [1]). We 
do not know if, given an independent sequence of measures, there exists a 
moving knife solution or a finite algorithm for obtaining a partition which 
is super envy-free with respect to these measures. 
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